
Importing an ASCII GRID file in Rhino to create a terrain model 

 

An ASCII GRID file is a special file format for DEM (Digital Elevation Model) point data, it is composed of a 

“grid” of Z (height) values only.  The XY values are generated at the time of import, based on an origin 

point in the file (« LLC, lower left corner ») plus a cell size. 

Rhino can import full .XYZ point files directly, but not ASCII GRID files, so a special import script is 

needed.  This tutorial concerns the ASCII grid importer for Rhino developed by Mitch Heynick at the 

EPFL.  The script is written in Python and can runs in Rhino V5 or V6 for Windows or Mac. 

Using the script: 

1. Copy the script file « ASCIIGridImporter.py » to your desktop. 

2. Open a new Rhino file with units in meters.   

 
 

3. In Rhino, type RunPythonScript, navigate to the .py file on the desktop and hit « Open ». 

 
 

4. The script will run.  It will ask first for an ASCII GRID file to import.  If the file units are not in 

meters, a message box will appear.   

 
 



5. The script reads the file header first to give you some basic info about the file. 

A message box will appear with this information. 

 
 

The most important info here is the number of rows and columns.  If you multiply those 

together, you get the total number of points.  Depending on your computer’s processor power 

and memory, if the file is very large, it could run your machine out of memory and crash.  

Some examples :  

 

• A file with 500 rows and 500 columns will have 250’000 points 

It will create a Rhino file of about 10 Mb in a few seconds. 

• A file with 1000 rows and 1000 columns will have one million points 

It will create a Rhino file of about 40 Mb in 20-30 seconds. 

• A file with 5000 rows and 5000 columns will have 25 million points! 

It will create a Rhino file of about 1 Gb and likely take several minutes. 

You will need at least 7 Gb of RAM available on your computer just for Rhino… 

At this point you can cancel the operation if you see the file size will be too large. 

 

In the message box, you will also see the cell size, which is the distance between two adjacent 

grid points in X and Y. 

 

6. Continuing, you will also be offered a series of options on the command line : 

 

a. Point grid density: 

 
 



You can choose to reduce the number of points imported.  This will make a smaller file 

that uses less memory but also has less detail.  This may be helpful for very small scale 

models where less detail is needed. 

 

The default value is « 1 » - which means « import all points ». 

2 = import every 2nd point (file size 1/4 of the original) 

3 = import every 3rd point (file size 1/9th of the original) 

Etc. 

 

b. Z height to use if data is missing – you can leave it at 0 

 
 

c. Objects to output: 

 
 

The most useful output option is « Mesh » - active by default.  If you need the point cloud in 

addition, you can activate it by clicking on the option (PointCloud=Yes). 

Creating a surface is rarely useful, so you can leave Surface=No. 

 

• A point cloud takes up the least file size and is the fastest to generate. 

• Meshes take up more file size and take longer to generate, but you need them if you are 

going to create contour lines and/or for rendering. 

• A surface takes the most time to generate and takes the most memory, they are to be 

avoided if possible. 

 

Press enter to start the process. On Rhino for Windows, you will see a progress meter during the 

import phase. There will be command line messages as the script works. 

  



7. Once the mesh is generated, you can view it in the Perspective window. In Rhino V5 we suggest 

the display mode « Rendered » for that. In Rhino V6, « Shaded » mode without the mesh wires 

visible will probably be the best. To see the mesh facets better, check the « Flat Shade » option 

in the View menu. Depending on the size of the mesh and the power of your computer’s 

graphics card, the dynamic display of the terrain will be more or less fluid… 

 

 

 

 

Creating contour lines from the terrain model: 

Use the Rhino command « Contour ». 

1. Select the mesh and choose the command line options you want.  It is recommended to join and 

group the curves by level. 

 
 



2. You need to create a vertical reference – defined by two points – starting at World 0 if you want the 

curves to be at the correct levels.  Simplest is to type the coordinates at the command line : 

 

3. At the first prompt, type « W0 »  - the « W » indicates « World Coordinates » 

 
 

4. At the second prompt, type W0,0,1 and Enter – don’t forget the commas ! 

 
 

5. Then enter the vertical interval between contours (i.e. « 10 » for 10 meters). 

 
6. The contour lines are created. 

 

Once the contours have been created, you can put the entire file into model scale and units… 



 

Smoothing contour lines / reducing number of points 

When you slice a terrain mesh to create contour lines, the result is a series of polylines. These polylines 

will have smaller or larger segments depending on the size of the mesh facets: 1 facet = 1 polyline 

segment. If the mesh facets are very fine, the resulting contour lines will have many points. If the mesh is 

very rough and chaotic, the resulting contour lines will be also. These conditions can complicate or slow 

down automated cutting. 

There are various methods to reduce the number of points and optionally smooth the curves. The most 

important thing is to do the smoothing/reducing operations on the entire contour line file before 

creating all the individual (per board) cutting files. Contour line smoothing/point reduction techniques 

will be covered in another tutorial. 
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